Student Names _______________
____________________________

Media Violence Chart
Media Category
(MTV, Time, radio
station, etc.)

Type of
Violence
Portrayed **

Date and
Time*

Actor/
Reporter/
Author

Student
Researcher’s
Name

Comments

*Record the beginning time of the program or the date of the printed media.
** Use these categories to record the type of violence: 1=Verbal put downs,
2=Profanity, 3 =Adults physically fighting, 4=Children physically fighting,
5=Weapons used to commit a crime, 6=Child abuse, 7=Individual
murder(s), 8=War, 9= Stereotypes, 10=Cruel humor
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Media Report Criteria for Assessment
Write your findings on a chart like the one provided, or you may choose another kind of
visual display. Make sure that your report has variety and analyzes different forms of
violence such as the kind in songs, or magazines.
Make a team report and share it with the class.
_____1. Report shows evidence of at least three television programs, or 6 magazines, or
three news programs, or 6 songs on one radio station.
_____2. Report identifies factors that team believes reflect violence (see comment
section on chart. Examples include: ethnic group was put down, those using profanity
were portrayed as ‘cool.’)
_____3. Report involves all team members as data collectors.
_____4. Report includes all team members as data analyzers.
_____5. Report includes all team members as presenters.
_____6. Report includes a letter to the television, radio, or record producer, or magazine
editor, sharing the teams’ findings, with at least two recommendations.
_____7. Report includes two references about the effect of violence on children.
_____8. Report includes suggestions for the use of the report (e.g. how and for whom it
might be helpful)
_____9. Report provides one personal reflection by each team member about his/her
thoughts or feeling about their research.
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